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Jack Venrick

Subject: FW: Excellent info....time sensitive....read now.

From: Meredith  

 

Date: December 4, 2021 at 4:19:46 PM MST 

To: Fred  

Subject: Fwd: Excellent info....time sensitive....read now. 

Hi all.…I realize that among you all are those who are not open to any reality that differs from 

that which is force fed by the national media, Pharma, and the government health bureaucrats.  

https://upvir.al/ref/61a9edb49a2eeM?track=email https://upvir.al/ref/61a9edb49a2eeM?track=em

ail  

Just this once, why not venture to see what those of your “crazy’ friends and family, who 

recognize a different reality are listening to. If you choose to believe wealthy bureaucrats rather 

than the thousands of international scientists, researchers, physicians, and Nobel laureates, then 

at least you have heard their arguments. 

 

You will have to register with the site and they will send you links for each day’s episode.  It is 

free …you dont have to buy the recordings.  Here is the link: 

  https://upvir.al/ref/61a9edb49a2eeM?  
 

PLEASE find the time today to watch today’s episode of this series before 9pm ETpm, 7pm MT, 

or 6pm PT when it will not be available anymore and tomorrow’s episode, #5 begins for 24 

hrs….til sunday at 9pm ET, 7pm MT or 6pm PT. Register and you will get links every day to 

view the other five days of episodes. 

 

It will give you scientific history and facts to support what you instinctively believe, and believe 

me, it is much worse that you even dreamed it is..,.these doctors and scientists are among the 

most respected in their fields and are passionately and selflessly putting their livelihoods and 

reputations on the line in order to save lives everywhere. 

 

the first interview is with Zach Bush with whom you may be familiar …one of the most 

articulate geniuses on the planet…who has many fascinating YouTube videos…..he examines 

the economic world that is fed by this “pandemic” …very insightful...and good philosophy 

surrounding that and our way forward…for about an hour… 

 

then at about 1hr into the video is the interview with Dr Bryan Ardis…for about an hour….and it 

is MINDBLOWING!  He followed the trail of actual printed public trials and records on the 

CDC, NIH, FDA and other sites to see how the hospital ICU’s are treating covid patients…he 

found that their treatments which are mandated by Fauci and are strictly followed in every 

hospital in the nation, are actually killing the patients…. They killed his father-in-law.  The 

hospitals receive thousands in govt.money, medicare, etc for every drug, treatment and 

intervention used, so they cannot afford to defy Fauci, because he will cut them off.  
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The revelations about the mortalities with Remdesivir must be heard…..NO ONE should ever 

receive that toxic and lethal drug!!  In Fauci’s trials in Africa it caused multiple organ 

failure….kidney and liver, killing 54% of the participants in the trials according to Fauci’s own 

published results.you see.  .And still it is given in all the ICU’s in the nation as well as for milder 

cases outside the ICU in some areas….including here in Kalispell. 

 

Please watch this…and hopefully you will sign up for the rest of the seminar episodes. 

If you do nothing more than watch Dr Ardis today…do that. 

 

BTW if you miss today's or later episodes and wish to see them still for free, all of them will be 

run once more on the weekend after the 9th episode next week. 

 

 
 

You may unsubscribe at any time by clicking here: Manage Subscriptions 

 

 

 
 

 

 

  

Quick reminder… 

Episode 4 expires tonight. 

You have about 12 hours left to catch it all, from the 
time I hit ‘send’ on this email! 
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Hear from Dr. Zach Bush, the triple board certified 
physician who’s dedicated decades of his life to finding 
out how to free yourself from a mindset and lifestyle of 
fear to understanding and growth.   

This isn’t just about medicine.  

It’s about changing your life, your mindset to truly thrive 
in any circumstance.  

Dr. Bryan Ardis and Michael Green share the dangers 
of how the system can really hurt you and hide your 
problems. 

Don’t miss any of these interviews if you want to hear 
how to protect yourself with the right information. 

Plus, get the inside view on how risky the v@cc!ne for 
this virus really is by listening to Sheryl Ruettgers, an 
injured patient from her recent C-19 shots.  

WATCH IT ALL HERE BEFORE 9:00 PM ET/6:00 PM 
PT TODAY. 
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With Purpose, 

Dr. Patrick Gentempo 

 
  

P.S. Please make time to watch.  

This is all “need-to-know” stuff. 

If you just can’t seem to find the time, but don’t want to 
miss out on these amazing interviewers, just skip the 
wait. 

CLICK HERE TO OWN THE ENTIRE SERIES. 

  

  

  

  

  

______________________ 

 

If you happen to purchase anything Revealed Films recommends, in this or any of our communications, 
it’s likely we will receive some kind of affiliate compensation. Still, we only recommend stuff that we truly 
believe in and share with our friends and family. If you ever have an issue with anything we recommend 
please let us know. We want to make sure we are always serving you at the highest level. 
FTC DISCLOSURE: Any health claims shared by viewers, students, friends, subscribers, or clients are 
understood to be true and accurate, but are not verified in any way. Any products, programs, or 
personal recommendations made in this or any email communication from Revealed Films for 3rd 
parties will likely result in some form of compensation from said 3rd party. Always do your own due 
diligence and use your own judgment when making buying decisions and investments. Always consult a 
physician before making any health-related decisions. For more information click here for our terms of 
service. *Results may not be typical and may vary from person to person.  

Revealed Films 

870 E. North Union Ave, 

Tel: (833) 738-3456 

Facebook 
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Midvale, UT 84047 

  
  

  

  
  

  

 


